Circles in the Triangle

St. Kilda Triangle LAGI 2018

Main pedestrian flows

New look of The Esplanade

The whole area of St Kilda Triangle is closed for cars of all kinds as well as motorcycles.
It will be a typical pedestrian zone, bicycles are allowed only when giving the highest
priority to pedestrians.
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The old stairs between public conveniences
and Slopes will be left unchanged in the shape
only renovates (e.g. sandblasting).
The new metal balustrade (in style related to
palm fences on the Esplanade) will be added,
replacing the old one.
The lighting of the stairs will be by lamp posts
located at The Esplanade and at the rectangle
of public conveniences.

Palm trees, which grow on The Esplanade, have at present
unfavorable conditions. Their location cannot be changes
regarding the distance to the roadway but the cultivation
conditions could be improved by removing part of pavement
close to the base of trunks and leave this area free of the concrete
or other solid cover.
In order to protect trees from sun and heat and to conserve soil
moisture by reducing surface evaporation, the area should be
mulched.
The low fences around this fragments will protect them from
devastating by walking people and animals.
The style of border fences should be correlated with the style of
lamp posts, both created of the same metal materials. The
possible solution is given aside.

Main entrance from the Theatre Corner,
serving both as an entrance area for visitors to
the Palais Theatre as well as giving access to
zone above underground car park (and
envelope building on the back of Palais
Theatre) and to lower part of ne St Kilda
Triangle.
The lightening of this area will be provide by
lamps located on the building of Palais
Theatre. For ornamental purposes, long lamps
can be built into step rises and in this way,
correspond to the lightening of others stairs
within St Kilda Triangle.

New look of beach lawn
The main assumption was to maintain all trees and shrubs
growing in this area (in picture marked in grey). All proposed new
plants are marked in green.
Circles on the Beach are of the same construction and height as in
The Circle area on the other side of Jack Boulevard

Entrances from Jacka Boulevard:
first via Central Stairs to/from Stokehouse
St.Kilda,
the second via the Circles with easy link to the
beaches and vice versa without ant level
changes.
The Central Stairs include lamps built in the
step rises and additional lamps of the same
type will be built in the retaining wall along the
stairs and area before them.

The Corner – complementary entrance to St
Kilda Triangle from the Cavell Street and
Jacka Boulevard.
The lightening of this area will be provided by
long lamps built in the step rises of stairs and
plant pots, bordering the platform.

Jacka Boulevard

The lamp posts along Jacka Boulevard should be of
the same style as on The Esplanade and located in
such points which provide good lightening of area of
St Kilda Triangle attached to Jacka Boulevard and
therefore no additional lamps should be necessary in
the zone of The Circles.
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At present there is a pedestrian crossing via Jacka
Boulevard. This proposal removes this one in favor
of two new crossings both having street lights
correlated with each other.
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railing, calming the traffic
and ensuring the safety of
crossing over the street

50 m

100 m

railing, calming the traffic
and ensuring the safety of
crossing over the street
Washingtonia filifera (desert fan palm)
a very popular ornamental tree, growing to 15–20 m height,
having a columnar trunk and fan-shaped leaves.

to the beach

removed old
crossing

to Stokehouse
restaurant

some perennial ornamental grass or Lomandra longifolia
known as basket grass, perennial, rhizomatous herb, native
eastern Australia, with grass-like leaves or any other low
perennial herbs, creating a small wall, protecting from
walking through green belt along Jacka Boulevard

